To design interfaces which occupy a continuous space of interaction, the conceptual model of an interface needs to be transferred to a spatial model. To find mappings between conceptual and spatial structure which are natural to people, an experiment is undertaken in which participants organize objects in a semi-circle of shelves around their body. It is analyzed how conceptual relationships between objects such as categorial relationships and sequential relationships within task performance are represented in spatial configurations of objects as chosen by the participants. In these configurations, a strong correlation between conceptual and spatial relationships is observed between objects.
Introduction
Before the information architecture of a Human-Computer Interface is implemented in wireframes and visual designs, conceptual models are used to develop relationships between objects [1] [2] [3] . Within conceptual maps, objects are spatially related to each other, but this spatiality is not transferred to the visual layout of the final interface.
Although the necessity to incorporate space into interface design is emphasized in the literature [4] [5] there is currently no framework that allows a mapping of conceptual relationships between objects to spatial relationships between the same objects. Instead, objects are laid out in consecutive windows which are not spatially related to each other. This divides the space through which the user navigates rather than providing a continuous space that she encounters in her natural, non-digital environment.
Interaction within a continuous space is not restricted to a certain form of interface. It can equally be applied to screen interfaces, tangible interfaces and other forms of spatial interfaces. More important than the technical or material features of the interface is the way in which its objects relate to each other. Although a spatial interface can be an interface that takes up 3D space around the human body, it can also be a screen based interface at smaller scale in which objects of use are related to each other in one continuous visual space.
To inform a layout of objects in a spatial interface it needs to be known what types of relationships between these objects are relevant to the user's perception, cognition and interaction, and how these relationships can be mapped to spatial relationships between the same objects.
We take categorial relationships between objects and relationships of sequential order of objects within task performance as two main factors which determine the concepualization of object relationships in people's cognition (potentially related to [6] [7] ), and which are likely to strongly influence the way in which participants of our experiment will choose to organize objects spatially.
We use a conception of tasks that include only such tasks which consist of movement between objects as it would occur in navigating a window-based interface, but in a continuous space. We exclude tasks that involve the manipulation of objects, to create a more uniform experimental setup.
Both categorial relationships between objects and relationships of sequence in which objects follow each other within task performance exist independently of the spatial layout in which objects are laid out and tasks are performed. Thus, these relationships can be treated as conceptual relationships between objects that can be designed within a conceptual model before implementing the interface spatially (for category effects on spatial search see [8] ). To enable such an implementation, principles by which conceptual relationships between objects can be mapped to spatial relationships between the same objects need to be found.
By spatial relationships, we mean relationships between objects as relevant to individual perception, cognition and interaction (for embodied interaction with objects see [9] [10]). Thus, our concept of spatial relationships is tied not only to relationships between objects but also to the relationship between the human body and these objects. Thus, spatial relationships between objects as described here are relationships as perceived and conceptualized in cognition [11] , and are thus tied to the viewpoint of the perceiving, thinking and interacting individual.
We represent the human body through its standing point and reach of arms, which leads to a sphere of possible movement trajectories around the human body [12] . Tasks that include navigation towards several objects in a certain sequence can thus be represented as trajectories of movement between spatially distributed objects in relationship to the human body. In our experimental setup, we choose an angular distribution of objects around the participant's standing point to match this sphere of performative body movement, thus enabling to integrate the representation of body movement and the representation of the spatial environment in which the experiment is performed. This allows an analysis of the influence of movement, perception and cognition on object relationships within an environmental representation.
The spatial framework model [13] states that the position of objects in one's spatial environment are memorized in relationship to the axes of the human body. We aim to relate our experimental setup to the left/right axis and to the top/bottom axis, integrating standing point and movement of the participant with object related cognition.
The Experiment
The design of the experimental setup was inspired by an analysis of task performance within a kitchen environment. In a kitchen, objects of daily use are stored in cupboards and shelves. To perform a task such as making coffee, a set of objects is taken from their storage position to a working surface where the task is performed. Each time groceries are bought at the store, they need to be stored in the shelves and cupboards. The objects are stored in relationship to objects which are already present in space, and when no relationship can be found, a new location needs to be found, or the overall configuration of objects needs to be changed to accommodate the new objects.
The experimental setup is designed to contain both activities, and to potentially reveal a mutual influence between the two. First, the participant needs to organise a set of objects in shelves, as she would do it with objects of her daily life. Second, she performs a set of four tasks with these objects, and third, she organises the objects in the shelves again, after the experience of the tasks. We adapted the environment and the way tasks are performed ( Fig.1) , to suit our method of analysis and to allow the findings to inform the design of HCI. As described above, the spatial environment in our experimental setup forms a near semicircle around the participant's standing point, thus equaling the distance at which the participant can position objects with her hands. By choosing this layout and by placing our shelves at a convenient height , we strive to minimize the influence of ergonomic factors on the spatial positions of objects that the participant chooses. Cognitive rather than ergonomic factors are in the focus of the study.
As mentioned above, we define tasks as sequences of object use and thus sequences of movement between objects. Instead of placing the objects on the Fig. 1 . The order in which each participant performs the experiment working surface as it would occur in a kitchen environment, tasks in our experimental environment only require grabbing the objects at their spatial location within the shelves and moving them from the back to the front of the shelves. We assume that this action will reinforce the memory of the spatial position of an object. To further reinforce the memory of the spatial configuration of objects in relationship to task performance, the participant needs to perform the set of tasks twice.
The objects are chosen to form categorial relationships of variable strengths. Common categories (fruits, sweeteners, glasses) are chosen which are likely to be shared across participants, even from different cultural backgrounds. To put the focus on cognitive / spatial relationships between objects, the influence of affordances (shape, size) [14] on the organization of objects is eliminated by choosing an equal size, shape and weight for all objects. The graphic identity of each object consists of a picture of the visual appearance of the actual object that the uni-size object represents, and of a color band. In the first object set which we will call "match", the color is chosen to match each object and thus its category (e.g. a red color is chosen for raspberries and a green color for limes).
We expect that the categorial relationships will be strongly represented in the spatial configuration participants choose when organizing the objects in relation to each other. Participants are likely to group objects of the same category together. We expect that the repeated performance of sequential movements (tasks) on a set of spatially distributed objects will have an influence on the conceptualization of relationships between objects and may thus lead to a re-configuration of objects when spatially organizing the objects again, after task performance.
To test whether the influence of color or categorial information of objects on their spatial organization is stronger, we introduce a second object set in which the color does not match the object. Instead, the pictures of the objects are displayed in greyscale, and the color is chosen randomly, not matching the true color of each object. We call this object set "no match". The participants are divided into two groups. Group A performs the experiment with object set "no match", group B with object set "match". Each group contains 16 participants, each of which takes about 20 minutes to perform the experiment.
Analysis of object distributions
To find a simple yet suitable computational and visual representation that enables an analysis of the results, we map the angular distribution of objects within the shelves onto a plane. This enables a maintenance of angular information while adapting the representation to a more versatile 2D plane. The preservation of metric information would be possible using this representation, but as spatial-configurational relationships between objects rather than metric information are at the focus of the experiment, a metrically correct mapping of the experimental setup was not required.
Each object distribution within the shelves, as chosen by the participant, is transferred to an excel spreadsheet which is saved as a csv file for further computational analysis and visualisation (Fig. 2) . Each column of the spreadsheet represents a part of the shelf which has the width of one object. There are three rows per layer of shelves, to represent the numerical identity of each object, and additional information about the grouping of objects.
Fig. 2. Transferring the spatial distribution of objects to a spreadsheet
Based on the data entered in the spreadsheet, the spatial distribution of objects and the sequential movement between the objects within the tasks are visualized (Fig.3) . Results and Discussion
In our analysis of the experimental findings, we focus on spatial relationships between objects and how these relate to the conceptual relationships between the same objects (categorial relationships and task-based, sequential relationships). The large variation in geometric patterns across participants shows that individual choice plays a large part in spatially organizing objects. However, it seems that there are factors which constrain the variation in pattern generation and lead to the observation of repetition in the rules by which the patterns are formed. Different types of spatial organisation can be differentiated by the size of object groups, by the extension at which the objects are distributed in the shelves, by the simplicity of sequential pathways between object groups and by the change of group size and group content.
Fig. 4.
Relative frequency of object pairs which remain grouped in both object distributions
Grouping of objects
When placing objects in shelves, participants tend to group objects together. In our spreadsheet, we gathered information about which objects are grouped together in each of the two object distributions. This enables an analysis of object grouping across all participants of each group. We analyse the frequency with which pairs of objects remain grouped together in both object distributions, and compare the results of both participant groups to each other. As described above, the colour of each object matches the categorial identity of the object in group B, while the colours are chosen randomly in group A. In both participant groups, objects of the same category remain grouped most frequently (Fig.4) , which indicates that categorial information has a strong influence on the grouping of objects while colour does not serve as a dominant principle of organising objects into groups. When categorial information is available, no influence of colour on the grouping of objects can be observed. However, within groups the objects were frequently organised in a colour gradient in both participant groups.
Patterns of spatial positions
In some cases, it appears that objects are organized by spatial positions and patterns among these spatial positions independent of the actual objects stored at these positions. It can be observed that some participants choose almost the same pattern between spatial positions at which groups of objects are stored when they place the objects for the second time while the objects themselves are exchanged between different spatial positions. (Fig.5a ) Sometimes, symmetry is used to order objects into geometric patterns, and simple geometric patterns such as triangular or rectangular shapes between object positions can be frequently observed (Fig.5b) .
Fig. 5. Examples of different types of spatial organisation

organisation by sequences of movement
By re-configuring objects and object groups in relationship to each other, the pathways that a set of movement (task) sequences take across a set of object groups can be simplified, creating a space of movement which is reduced to a low number of remaining pathways between object groups. In the second object distribution, the number of object groups is lower than in the first, and the number of movement pathways between groups is also reduced (Fig.5b) . However, the influence of tasks and movement on the re-organisation of objects cannot be clearly defined, as the grouping of objects acts as a concurring or complementary organisational principle.
The results deliver a set of organisational principles that could be applied in the design of Human-Computer Interfaces. Because these principles are derived from an experiment in which participants were asked to organize objects as they would usually do it, the organizational principles derived from the experiment are likely to be natural to human perception, cognition and interaction. Categorially related objects can be grouped together, colours can be used to organise objects in gradients, geometric patterns of spatial positions can serve to organise objects within an interface, and the space of task sequences can be simplified by re-configuring the objects.
The results suggest that geometric patterns of spatial positions of objects or groups of objects can serve as features to organize objects spatially and to give orientation in interaction, independently of the content that is stored at each spatial position. Thus, spatial positions can serve as "containers" for objects, and patterns between them can facilitate the memorization of a spatial system of containers. Strong geometric patterns such as triangles between spatial positions or symmetrically ordered spatial positions appear repeatedly. This may be due to their property of facilitating orientation within the space of interaction.
Giving an interface a spatial structure can be partly achieved by mapping conceptual relationships between objects to spatial relationships. However, some aspects of object organization, such as the formation of geometric patterns between spatial positions of objects and clusters have a purely spatial component which cannot be generated by a mapping from a conceptual model alone. 4 Conclusion
To design interfaces that occupy a continuous space of interaction, the conceptual model of an interface needs to be transferred to a spatial model. To find mappings between conceptual and spatial structure that are natural to people, an experiment was undertaken in which participants organise objects in a semi-circle of shelves around their body. The experimental findings may provide principles which can inform a mapping from a conceptual model to a spatial interface structure and which are natural to human perception, cognition and interaction. Thus an implementation of the observed principles into the design of Human-Computer interfaces could potentially make an interaction more natural to the users.
In common window-based interfaces, the desktop is used by many people to store their most relevant files and folders. The findings of this study, supported by further research, could enable an implementation of organisational relationships between objects into the spatial and visual organisation within the desktop. Hierarchical and associative relationships between objects which are otherwise hidden in folder structures could be spatially and visually present within a continuous layer of space. The functionality of storing and organising frequently used objects could also be transferred from a classical screen-based desktop to a three-dimensional interface which occupies the space around the user's body. Further research based on this study may already be conducted in relation to a concrete application in the design of humancomputer interfaces.
There are limitations to the design of interfaces that occupy a continuous space, however. In the interfaces we interact with every day, we encounter a vast number of objects all of which we can potentially interact with. A logic of consecutive windows supports the interaction with large numbers of objects whereas a continuous space that needs to accommodate all objects comes to its boundaries as the number of objects is increased.
Thus, a selection needs to be made as to which objects a continuous space of interaction should contain. Such a selection could be enabled through configurability of the interface, or through automatic adaptation. The number of objects a space can contain while still being intelligible is likely to depend on its size and also on the patterns by which the objects are spatially organised.
